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EURYDICE 

He is here, come down to look for you. 
It is the song that calls you back, 
a song of joy and suffering 
equally: a promise: 
that things will be different up there 
than they were last time . 

You would rather have gone on feeling nothing, 
emptiness and silence; the stagnant peace 
of the deepest sea, which is easier 
than the noise and flesh of the surface. 

You are used to these blanched dim corridors, 
you are used to the king 
who passes you without speaking. 

The other one is different 
and you almost remember him. 
He says he is singing to you 
because he loves you, 

not as you are now, 
so chilled and minimal: moving and still 
both, like a white curtain blowing 
in the draft from a half-opened window 
beside a chair on which nobody sits. 

He wants you to be what he calls real. 
He wants you to stop light. 
He wants to feel himself thickening 
like a treetrunk or a haunch . 
and see blood on his eyelids 
when he closes them, and the sun beating. 

This love of his is not something 
he can do if you aren't there, 
but what you knew suddenly as you left your body 
cooling and whitening on the lawn 

was that you love him anywhere, 
even in this land of no memory, 
even in this domain of hunger. 
You hold love in your hand, a red seed 
you had forgotten you were holding. 

He has come almost too far. 
He cannot believe without seeing, 
and it's dark here. 
Go back, you whisper, 

but he wants to be fed again 
by you. 0 handful of gauze, little 
bandage, handful of cold 
air, it is not through him 

you will get your freedom. · 1 /-. ) 
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The moon is fu!l : its silver beams 

Shine down and give us lovely dreams. 

Sin.9 twiddle-ear, sing twaddle-or. 

rne vVug~l_v Ump is at the door. 

It's making an unhoiy fuss: 

'Whv has it come tO visit us? 

Sin3 tirraloo, sing tirralay, 

The Wu9gly Ump lives far away. 

How uninviting are its claws! 
How even more so are its jaws! 

I It eats umbrellas, gunny sacks, 

Brass doorknobs, mwL a.nd. carpet taeks. 

Sing jigglepin. sing jogglepen, 
The Wusgly Ump has left its den. 

Across the hills the Wusgly Ump 

Is hurding on, kerbash, kerblump! 

Sing hushaboo, sing hushab_v. 

The Wusgly Ump is drawing ni.9h. 

Sing gio.9alimp, sing glu.~alump , 
From deep inside the Wuegly Vmp. 
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